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Abstract

Dynamic as well as rapid changing news stream needs news article classifier to ease the process of news document classification. Nowadays, there are already many methods for classifying news. Most of them, however, are limited only in the use of corpus for certain foreign languages. Indonesian language corpus has its own challenging section due to its different suffixes compared with other languages.

In this final project, an application for classifying news article in Indonesian language based on Naive Bayes classifier using confix-stripping stemmer is developed. Before classifying process is performed, a preprocessing step needs to be done to eliminate stopwords and split the article into a number of tokens. The confix-stripping stemmer algorithm is then applied to obtain the term corresponding to each token being produced. The news article classifier developed in this final project was modeled using all terms obtained from several news articles representing all news categories to be accommodated.

A news article classifier application that has been successfully developed in this final project was tested using a set of news articles consisting of 12 categories. The test results showed that the application, which is developed under the windows operating system, is capable of producing sufficiently good classifier with accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure of 87.675%, 88.21%, 87.65% and 87.69%, respectively.
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